
Granite Peak Ski Patrol 
Slope Leader Meeting Minutes 

March 8, 2021 
 
 
1) Patrol room cleanliness - Leave the LPR clean, log out of 1Risk, do not leave shift 
without cleaning the space you use. If paper supplies, etc., go to cafeteria and speak 
with Chris. TP and roll towels, a service should be supplying. If not let Ozzy know. 
 

○ TZ - checklist in the making for cleaning so SL’s can make sure all points 
are being cleaned. 

 
○ Jim - Clean coffee pots at end of shift. Clean the microwave - easy to 

clean. Fill up water jugs!!! 
 

○ Take the garbage out to dumpster. 
 
Your mom doesn’t work here anymore.  

 
2) Masks not worn on shifts 

SL’s it is your responsibility to enforce this rule. It is a rule from management and 
must be upheld. 
 

Scott mentioned CDC new guidelines for masks. It was agreed that we are still 
mandated by management to wear masks in LPR and UPR. Christy will set up a 
meeting for the COVID guidelines committee to review our practices under these new 
CDC guidelines. Ozzy will reach out to Greg to discuss possibility of relaxing the rule 
since most of patrol is vaccinated 

 
3) Incident reports/active reports  

Rich mentioned reports are getting better. Admins must wait until after shifts to 
close reports. SL’s need to have the chance to view and review. It was determined that 
SL’s should be the only ones who should submit reports at end of shift. 
 

● Work on a training for next year! Options: 
○ station at the refresher 
○ Marie and Rich could go into each shift for 1:1’s 
○ Train the trainers - Rich and Marie could train the SL’s who could then 

schedule required training during shift. 
 



4) Soiled equipment/tarps/blankets  
● Put soiled blankets and tarps in bag. 
● There is a pressure washer in shop for tarps. Maintenance can help. Hang in 

LPR to dry. 
● Blankets to a dry cleaner. Wool blankets should be dry cleaned. DO NOT wash 

the wool blankets. Christy will look for a dry cleaner in town to use for this.  
● If you are unable to take care of this during shift, please report to PR, APR  
● BioHazard bags - discuss with Greg about where these can be disposed. 
● Rich will look for past guidelines to be included in the Policies about biohazard. 

The Board will review at next meeting. 
 
5) Snowmobile training 

Mark Klein - Mark is going to solicit Chip’s help to put together a snowmobile 
training and usage program. This will be under management’s direction.  
 
6) Tryouts  

Sunday, March 14. 25 Candidates trying out. Starts at 10:30 am. Group of 
evaluators have been selected. 
 
7) Last ride for Dave Hasenberg  

Meet at 10 am in LPR, ride starts at 10:15 am. 
 

8) non assigned patrollers not informing  slope leader  
Patrollers must let SL know when they sign in and how long they will be there. 

 
9) Patrons skiing with an infant 

Greg is opposed to this practice. Greg advised that we stop people on the steeps 
and let them know its not recommended. On magic carpets its not as much a worry. 

The group felt that this was too ambiguous and needed clear expectations and 
guidance. Ozzy, please get a clarification. We need clear guidelines and language. Is 
this a Patrol function? Is this written GP policy? The group felt that it really should be up 
to the parent, but will honor Greg’s wishes. 
 
9)) Other Business 

Granite Peak is closing on Wednesday, March 10 and a late opening on 
Thursday, due to inclement weather. 

Don Christensian, Jay’s dad, passed away today. Ozzy will let Ginny and Karen 
know as soon as Obit is published. 
 


